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9 Next Steps 

 

9.1 PlanD will, in consultation with concerned bureaux/departments, work out the 

detailed transformation proposals for Chai Wan Kok and Ap Lei Chau West “I” 

areas and the enhancement proposals for On Lok Tsuen “I” area.  Should any 

proposals for require rezoning and/or amendments to OZP, each proposal for 

individual sites would be submitted for the Board’s consideration in accordance 

with the requirements of the Town Planning Ordinance. 

 

9.2 Apart from art studio not involving direct provision of services or goods, 

opportunity would further be taken to examining the feasibility of further  

allowing more flexibility to facilitate more “Other Uses” in IBs, particularly for 

those which would unlikely have building and fire safety concerns and would 

not attract large number of outsiders/visitors.  Possible examples of such uses 

may include hydroponics and aquaculture.  In parallel, relevant departments 

would be requested to explore possible measures to safeguard the public against 

continuous exposure to fire risk arising from “Other Uses” in IBs. 

 

9.3 Noting that there is an increasing demand forecast in industrial floor space in 

2018 and 2023 (mainly arising from general logistics/warehousing) and that the 

existing industrial stock would not be sufficient to meet such demand, available 

government sites in “I” zone, if considered suitable, may be considered to be 

disposed in the short- to medium-term to help augment potential industrial land 

supply.  Besides, measures may be taken to encourage existing IBs which are 

currently underutilise to redevelop to increase industrial floorspace supply.  In 

the long-term, suitable new industrial land would be identified, planned and 

reserved to meet the future demand of the industrial sector, particularly modern 

logistics and warehousing.  To this end, economic land requirements and 

spatial development strategy for various types of industrial uses among others 

will be reviewed holistically in the Hong Kong 2030+ Study.  Provision of 

dedicated, modern and new industrial accommodation would need to be 

considered, not only for the modern logistics sector, but also for new industrial 

processes requiring high standards of accommodation.    


